
Features: 
 ▶  Monitors fence voltage level 24/7
 ▶  Mounts to fence post in paddock
 ▶  Sends text alert if low voltage * 
 ▶  Solar battery charge 

Our Fence Monitor is a professionally-made, industrial-grade  
electronic device designed to work in all weather conditions. 

It is designed to continuously check the voltage of an electric fence 
and warn if voltage goes below a setpoint, e.g. 3kV, or if there are any 
unusual spikes or variations in voltage.

This allows the farmer to respond quickly to potential stock breakouts, 
stopping accidental grazing of pasture or crops and other areas that 
rely on electric fences for control.

Like all Farmtrenz products, data is sent via radio telemetry to  
a central Hub controller and can be graphically displayed and logged 
onto an attached computer through our proprietary software. 

The visual display helps you to diagnose when and why faults occur, 
e.g. downed tree across fence during storm.

You can even receive text alerts* on your cellphone warning you of 
low voltage faults. With our Smart Txt module, the Fence Monitor can 
be operated without a Hub.

The Fence Monitor is modular and can be added to our suite of farm 
monitoring products including TIM and KIM effluent irrigation moni-
tors, weather station, and water bore, sump, tank and silo monitors to 
help you farm more efficiently. 

Optional:
•  Text Unit (Hub) or Smart Txt – receive a text on your cellphone warning you of a 
downed fence line.
• House Receiver Unit & GUI software – view real-time data on fence status on  
your computer at home or in the cowshed. 
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Introducing the Farmtrenz

Our remote Fence Monitor is your continuous 
electric fence checker, right there in the paddock.

Farmtrenz is a division of 

73 Deveron Street      PO Box 1759     Invercargill 
Ph. (03) 218 2515       Email: sales@especs.co.nz

www.electronic-specialists.co.nz

Manufacturers of Electronic Controls since 1985

Another quality NZ-made and designed product from Farmtrenz, the farm monitoring specialists.

* Text Unit (for Hub) or Smart Txt required

• Stock-proof

• Mounts to 

fence post


